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CURRENT PROJECTS UNDERTAKEN BY US
ASARASI
Asarasi as a growing company is facing the challenges:
a)
Challenge of creating brand awareness on the project. The company needs to identify the consumers and
competitors to understand the current value in the market and to gain insights for future use.
b)
Company's current marketing strategy is based on price promotions within the stores but is currently
missing out the opportunity to capitalize on social media marketing.
Net Impact- Asarasi is designing a marketing plan that utilizes existing assets that builds brand engagement through
its social networking system. Team will then execute the plan by analyzing, refining the performance on an ongoing
basis and thereby enhancing the end results.
The vital aim of Asarasi is to research, design and deliver the strategy. It unravels new marketing strategies by
making use of Net Impact organization.
Operation:
Net Impact- Asarasi will do a cost analysis for marketing on LinkedIn compared to other social media channels. It
creates consumer messages that easily communicates the brand attributes and unique story to consumers through
LinkedIn. It determines the approach to utilize Net impact chapters to build awareness and figuring out the
approach for fast service locations on campus. And, to determine how to approach this sales channel, stakeholders,
the impact of campus sustainability officials etc.
Main targets of Net Impact - Asarasi is to deliver engagement, enhance brand value and build conversation by
communicating brand awareness, brand education, consumer relevance and brand news.
It also presents the outline strategy and implementation of how the company will:
a)
Figure out a strategy to communicate unique selling point to consumers and build brand awareness through
identified social media platform (Linked In)
b)

Figure out a strategy to collaborate with other net impact chapters.

REPLATE
Replate makes it a breeze for businesses to donate food consistently and liability free. It encourages communication
and transparency between our food donors, drivers, and recipients. This enables Replate to have a consistent,
measurable supply of quality food to its recipient organizations, catering companies and food shelters in need. They
primarily operate in the San Francisco Bay Area, Los Angeles, and New York City. Replate's target is to serve 16
million meals to 100,000 people in the next 4 years.

Replate is looking to expand its services to areas beyond San Francisco, Los Angeles, and New York city. Based on
their location in the San Francisco Bay Area, they have worked primarily with tech companies, and are hoping to
develop into different target markets, specifically in terms of geography.

UConn students will evaluate Replate’s current customer base and growth goals, along with the current state of the
market, to determine which geographical or professional segments Replate should target to effectively grow.
Net Impact Consulting - Replate
As a part of our initiative to engage with organizations and consulting them to develop sustainable solutions, our
team is working with Replate organization. Replate`s website is not having the desired level of engagement with its
users resulting in more than 50% bounce rate. This leads to lower conversions and impacts the growth of the
organization and its outreach. Net Impact consulting - Replate is actively supporting Replate organization to reduce
food waste and hunger by helping them understand user behavior better and make appropriate changes to improve
user engagement and conversions.
Our student team is using Google Analytics to track certain key metrics such as bounce rates, average duration, no.
of new visitors and so on. We are also tracking the flow of the users on the website, their source and their behavior
using various reports available on Google Analytics. By analyzing the results, we have shared with Replate all
possible reasons for high bounce rates and recommendations to reduce the same. We have also advised them on
how the use of social media is affecting traffic on their websites and what steps can result in increased traffic on
their website. To analyze it more our team is currently studying what features of their website can be modified and
tested for increased traffic. And then we will extend the project to do A/B testing once the suggested changes are
implemented and new versions of website pages are created.

CONTACT US:
Website: https://gradnetimpact.business.uconn.edu/
Leadership Team: https://gradnetimpact.business.uconn.edu/leadership-team-2019
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